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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMISSION 

 
Citizens Telecommunications Company of Illinois  ) 
Frontier Communications of the Carolinas Inc.,  ) 
Frontier Communications of DePue, Inc.,   ) 
Frontier Communications of Illinois, Inc.,   ) 
Frontier Communications of Lakeside, Inc.,   ) 
Frontier Communications – Midland, Inc.,   ) 
Frontier Communications of Mt. Pulaski, Inc.,  ) 
Frontier North Inc.,      ) Docket No. 12-0327 
Frontier Communications of Orion, Inc.,   ) 
Frontier Communications – Prairie, Inc., and   ) 
Frontier Communications – Schuyler, Inc.,   ) 
        ) 
Verified Petition for a Waiver from the Directory  ) 
Distribution Requirements of 83 Ill. Adm. Code  ) 
Part 735.180.       ) 
 

PROPOSED ORDER 
 
 
I.     Procedural History 
 
By the Commission: 
 
 On May 3, 2012, pursuant to Section 13-513 of the Public Utilities Act (220 ILCS 5/13-
513) (“PUA” or “Act”), the above-named Frontier companies (collectively, “Frontier” or 
“Petitioner”) filed a verified petition (“Petition”) requesting a waiver from 83 Ill. Adm. Code 
735.180(a)(1) and (d) directory distribution requirements and seeking to cease the saturation 
delivery of printed white page telephone directories throughout  its Illinois service territory, 
Frontier Ex. 1.0 and 5. 
 
 Initially, Frontier seeks the option to remove the residential white page listings from its 
Monmouth, Anna, Metropolis, Harrisburg, Aledo-Hillsdale, West Frankfort, Marion, Sparta, 
Bloomington, Carbondale, and Belvidere directories. The residential listings would be published 
in a separate directory and customers would have the option of receiving residential listing 
directory by requesting a copy via phone call, email, or online request.  All customers would 
continue to receive an annual directory that would include emergency information, consumer 
guide pages, business and government white pages, yellow pages, and other Commission-
required consumer information. 
 

Outside of the Monmouth, Anna, Metropolis, Harrisburg, Aledo-Hillsdale, West 
Frankfort, Marion, Sparta, Bloomington, Carbondale, and Belvidere areas, Frontier requests 
permission to cease saturation delivery of the residential white pages over time, depending on 
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market conditions.  Frontier proposes that in any market where the change is implemented, it 
would follow the same process in that it would eliminate the residential white page listings from 
saturation delivery, but would provide any customer with a copy of the residential listings upon 
request.  Frontier committed to utilizing the same broad customer notification program outlined 
in its Petition, which includes instruction on how to request the residential directory: a notice on 
the protective wrap of the business white pages; a separate notification card to be inserted in the 
business white pages; notice in the business white pages table of contents; notice and explanation 
in the front pages of the business white pages; notice on Frontier’s web site; press releases; and 
bill messages to be sent to Frontier’s customers in advance of directory publication. 

 
On May 22, pursuant to Section 13-513 of the Act, the Commission, at Staff’s request 

and on its own motion, authorized an investigation of the petition in this matter.  On June 4, 
2012, the Attorney General (“AG”) filed an appearance.  Pursuant to notice as required by 
Commission regulations, a prehearing conference was scheduled before a duly authorized 
Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) of the Commission on June 5, 2012.  Petitioner, Staff and the 
AG appeared by counsel.  The matter was continued to October 16, 2012. 

 
At the hearing on October 16, 2012, Petitioner, Staff and the AG appeared by counsel.  

Petitioner presented Exhibits 1.0 and 2.0, the direct and surrebuttal testimony, respectively, of 
Desiree Demanincor, Manager, OPS Directory Services; and Exhibit 1.1 Research Articles.  
Staff presented Exhibit 1.0(c), the corrected direct testimony of Kathy Stewart, Engineering 
Analyst; Exhibit 1.1,  FCC Eighth Broadband Progress Report; and Exhibit 2.0, the direct 
testimony of Joan Howard, Consumer Policy Analyst.  The AG did not present any evidence in 
this Docket.  At the conclusion of the hearing on October 16, 2012, petitioner and Staff exhibits 
were admitted into evidence and the record was marked “Heard and Taken.”  

 
Petitioner, Staff and the AG submitted posting-hearing Initial and Reply Briefs, and 

Petitioner and Staff both submitted proposed orders. 
 
II. The Public Utilities Act (“the Act”) and 83 Ill. Adm. Code 735 
 
 Section 13-513 of the Act states, in relevant part, “(A) telecommunications carrier may 
petition for waiver of the application of a rule issued pursuant to this Act…The petition shall 
include a demonstration that the waiver would not harm customers and would not impede the 
development or operation of a competitive market…” (220 ILCS 5/13-513). 
 

83 Ill. Adm. Code 735.180(a) (1) states: 
 
Primary telephone directories of all exchanges shall be revised, printed and distributed to 
customers at least once a year.  Each directory shall list the name, address and telephone 
number of all customers, except public telephones. 
 
83 Ill. Adm. Code 735.180(d) states: 
 
Upon issuance, one copy of each directory shall be distributed to each customer served 
by that directory and two copies of each directory shall be furnished to the Commission. 
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83 Ill. Adm. Code 735.50 states: 
 
The Commission, on application of a company, customer, applicant, or user or on its own 
motion, may grant a temporary or permanent variance from this Part in individual cases 
where the Commission finds that: 
 

a) The provision from which the variance is granted is not statutorily mandated; 
b) No party will be injured by grant of the variance; and 
c) The rule from which the variance is granted would, in the particular case, be 

unreasonable or unnecessarily burdensome. 
 
III. Petitioner Position 
 

a.  Direct Testimony of Ms. Demanincor 
 

Ms. Demanincor testified that Frontier currently provides all customers with printed 
directories that include emergency information, consumer guide pages, residential white pages, 
business and government white pages, yellow pages, and other consumer information as required 
by various Commission Administrative Codes.  Directories are published on a yearly basis and 
are distributed to every customer located within the area served by each particular directory. 

 
 Petitioner seeks permission to discontinue the automatic distribution of residential white 
page listings as part of its annual directory distribution program, and to distribute instead, at no 
charge and upon customer request, a printed residential white pages directory to any customer 
who wishes to receive one.  Frontier’s intends to implement this plan first for customers served 
by its Monmouth, Anna, Metropolis, Harrisburg, Aledo-Hillsdale, West Frankfort, Marion, 
Sparta, Bloomington, Carbondale, and Belvidere directories, which represent by far the largest 
part of Frontier’s Illinois market.  The remaining directories in Illinois are small, but Frontier 
would intend to convert these directories as well, when further analysis indicates that it makes 
sense to do so. 
 
 Ms. Demanincor further testified that Frontier has committed to a comprehensive 
notification plan to advise its customers on how they can receive a copy of the residential white 
page listings.  This plan would include notice on the protective wrap of the business white pages, 
with instruction on where to call to request a residential white page listings directory; a separate 
notification card to be inserted in the business white pages with instructions on where to call to 
request a residential white page listings directory; notice in the business white pages table of 
contents; notice and explanation in the front pages of the business white pages; notice on 
Frontier’s web site; press releases; and bill messages to be sent to all customers in advance of 
directory publication.  The residential listings will also be available in a CD ROM if a customer 
prefers this format. 
 
 Ms. Demanincor testified that Frontier is seeking permission to discontinue the saturation 
distribution of residential white page listings because (1) there is diminishing demand from 
consumers for white page residential listings, that technological advances, such as internet 
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directories and directories in wireless and wire line devices have made customers much less 
reliant on printed residential white page listings; (2) that there is quantifiable environmental 
benefit that will be realized with the discontinuance of the automatic distribution of white page 
residential directories, and that Frontier wishes to carry out its public service responsibilities in 
an environmentally sound way that conserves natural resources, lessens its “carbon footprint” 
and reduces waste; (3) that there is a cost savings that will be realized by limiting distribution of 
white page residential listings to only those customers who choose to receive them; and (4) that 
as many as twenty-seven states or more have already authorized alternatives to the mandatory 
delivery of printed residential white page listings to all households and customers. 
 

Ms. Demanincor testified that no one will be harmed by the grant of the waiver sought, as 
Petitioner is not discontinuing publication of any directory.  It only proposes to update the 
method of delivering residential White Pages in response to marketplace changes.  Residential 
White Page Listings will continue to be available to all Frontier customers upon request, free of 
charge, and a customer may also request a standing order to receive  the directory so that they do 
not have to call Frontier every year to request a new book.  Frontier has also committed to ship 
the residential listings directory so that the time between the customer’s request and their receipt 
of the directory should be longer than seven to ten days. 

 
Petitioner’s proposal would not affect the provision of information to subscribers 

concerning emergency services, complaint procedures, telephone assistance programs, customer 
credits and other Commission-mandated notice requirements, and governmental listings and 
other consumer information as well as business white page listings and Yellow Pages will still be 
automatically delivered to all customers annually. 
 
 Ms. Demanincor asserted that the directory rule has become unnecessarily burdensome 
and unreasonable in part because it reflects an outdated view of customer needs, that most 
customers use the internet, directories in wireless and wire line devices and the specialized 
directories provided by employers, schools, places of worship and other organizations, and that 
Frontier’s proposed plan, coupled with its customer notice plans, protects those customers who 
wish to receive the residential listings, reduces the Company’s carbon footprint, reduces waste 
by avoiding the printing and delivering of unwanted directory content and as such is in the public 
interest. 
 
 Ms. Demanincor also testified that it was her understanding that the Commission had 
found in previous rulings in Docket No. 07-0434 that there was no statutory mandate prohibiting 
a waiver from this particular code part. 
 

b.  Surrebuttal Testimony of Ms. Demanincor 
 

Ms. Demanincor testified that Ms. Howard is incorrect in her claim that Frontier 
customers would be harmed by the Company’s plan to discontinue the automatic distribution of 
residential white page listings in its directories. It was her perception that Ms. Howard was 
treating the proposal as if it would leave some customers with no alternative methods for finding 
a telephone number or require them to incur an additional charge through directory assistance to 
do so.  Ms. Demanincor asserted that this conclusion was not supported by the factual data and 
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failed to recognize that Frontier will not be discontinuing the publication of residential white 
page listings, just the method of delivering them; that Frontier would provide a residential white 
page listings directory free of charge to any customer who requested one and that Frontier had 
further committed to deliver the requested directory within ten days of the customer’s request.  
Ms. Demanincor also restated that Frontier would continue to publish and automatically 
distribute an annual directory in all of the areas that it serves in Illinois and those directories 
would continue to contain emergency information, consumer guide pages, business and 
government white pages, yellow pages, and other Commission-required consumer information, 
Only the process for distribution of residential white page listings would change.  

 
In response to Ms. Howard’s concern that customers expect to receive a directory every 

year, Ms. Demanincor reiterated that every customer will continue to receive a Frontier directory 
annually that contains all the information that Frontier’s current directories contain except for the 
residential white page listings, and that those listings will still be available upon request and at 
no charge.  As to the tradition of sending out directories, Ms. Demanincor testified that just 
because it has been a requirement isn’t in and of itself a reason to continue the practice, using the 
analogies of retailers such as Sears and Roebuck and Montgomery Ward that historically used to 
send out huge catalogs two or three times a year, but as times changed, so did the need for their 
catalogs.  Ms. Demanincor pointed out that the residential listings in directories are not the all-
inclusive list of residential phone numbers that they once were, adding that Frontier’s annual 
reports show that approximately half of the lines once served by Frontier (and its predecessors) 
have been disconnected or ported to other providers, and that as such, as many as 50% of the 
households in the Frontier footprint receive their phone services from other providers who may 
or may not offer a directory at all. Ms. Demanincor testified that as a result, a significant number 
of telephone numbers are no longer listed in the directories as they once were, and a significant 
number of customers already receive no directory at all, such as wireless only customers, since 
wireless and VOIP providers are not under similar requirement to issue annual directories. 

 
In response to Ms. Howard’s claim that Frontier had not provided sufficient evidence that 

there is no longer a need for residential white page directories, Ms. Demanincor reiterated that 
Frontier did not claim that there was no need for residential white pages directories, but rather 
there was a greatly diminished demand for residential listings, hence it was reasonable to change 
the way in which these listings are distributed to those who truly do want them. In support of that 
assertion, Frontier submitted evidence in the form of a December 2010 Harris Poll that found 
that 60% of online adults find contact information online, that only 22% recycle phone books 
and that 87% support a program that would provide a listings only if requested; a Gallup survey 
that showed that the percentage of households using standalone residential white pages dropped 
from 25% in 2005 to just 11% in 2008 and that only 2.6% of respondents claimed they were 
unaware of another source for directory listings; evidence that as many as 27 states had already 
taken action to allow for a change in the way that directories are distributed; and evidence that  
showed that in states where automatic distribution of residential white page listings had already 
been eliminated, only 1 to 2% of customers requested copies of those listings. 

 
 Responding to Ms. Stewart’s testimony in which she stated that since Frontier makes 
broadband service available to only 78.6% of households in its serving territory, would indicate 
that the remaining 21.4% have no other broadband solution or vehicle through which to access 
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residential listings, Ms. Demanincor asserted that the numbers referenced by Ms. Stewart were 
customers in Frontier’s serving area have a broadband solution available from Frontier at 1Mbps 
or higher, but that in reality there are a number of other providers of Internet service operating in 
Frontier’s areas, such as wireless providers, cable providers, VOIP providers, and satellite 
providers that when combined offer service to near 100% of the customers in Frontier’s service 
areas, and offered as evidence the Broadband Illinois website broadbandillinois.org that indicates 
there are no areas with in the state that do not have a broadband solution available, when 
including cellular and satellite services.  Even so, Ms. Demanincor pointed out that even if a 
customer does not utilize the Internet for online directory listings, there are other sources for 
residential directory listings, and that Frontier would make the residential white page listings 
available in print, or CD ROM format, at no charge, upon customer request. 
 
IV. Staff Position 
 

1.  Testimony of Ms. Stewart 
 

Ms. Stewart testified that it was her understanding that it was possible for the 
Commission to grant the requested waiver, but that Staff did not believe that Frontier’s assertions 
that there is a diminished demand for directories, that elimination of directories would be 
environmentally beneficial, and that discontinuation would generate a cost savings for the 
Company are sufficient to allow the Commission to grant the variance.  Ms. Stewart testified that 
because one of the cited surveys indicated that 60% of online adults find contact information on 
line, leaving 40% seeking contact information elsewhere, thereby subjecting customers to harm 
if residential listings are automatically distributed.  Ms. Stewart cited evidence as to the number 
of Frontier customers who have a Frontier-provided broadband solution available to them to 
assert that the requested waiver would leave some customers without an alternative source for 
listing information. 

 
Ms. Stewart also testified that the anticipated environmental benefit to be derived by 

providing residential listing information upon request, rather than by saturation delivery, is not a 
justifiable reason for the Commission to grant the requested waiver, nor is the cost savings that 
would be realized, that the Commission should only consider harm to customers, whether the 
rule is unreasonable or unnecessarily burdensome and whether the requirement is statutorily 
mandated.  Ms. Stewart also testified her opinion that the costs of publishing and automatically 
delivering the residential white page listings are not unreasonable or unnecessarily burdensome 
and that Staff’s opinion was that Frontier had not met the requirements set for in Code Part 
735.50 for the Commission to grant a waiver. 

 
2.  Testimony of Ms. Howard 

 
Ms. Howard testified that Petitioner’s request for approval to distribute residential white 

pages upon request only appears to be nothing less than a request to cease publication and 
distribution of the traditional phone book, and that Frontier currently proposes to commit only to 
distribute some form of Yellow Pages to all customers. 
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Ms. Howard said that customers expect to receive White Pages and the current rules 
require primary telephone directories of all exchanges to be revised, printed and distributed to 
customers at least once annually.  She further testified that it is unclear how Frontier selected the 
communities listed in the petition to stop receiving the residential white pages, or how Frontier 
would determine when the Company would eliminate residential white pages from directories in 
the remaining areas of Frontier’s service territory. 

 
Ms. Howard testified that in her opinion customer’s in Petitioner’s service area rely upon 

the availability of a telephone directory that includes residential white pages, and that Frontier 
had not provided studies or surveys specific to Illinois that demonstrate that there is no longer a 
need for the general issuance of printed directories that include residential white pages.  Instead, 
Frontier relied upon orders from other state Commissions granting similar variances or waivers, 
either temporarily or permanently. 

 
Ms. Howard testified that her belief was that Frontier had failed to demonstrate that no 

party will be injured by the granting of this waiver in that it appears that a significant degree of 
harm would indeed result if some customers would lack access to alternative methods for finding 
a telephone number, or in the case of directory assistance, would incur and additional charge to 
find a telephone number. 

 
Ms. Howard further testified that in her opinion, Frontier had failed to demonstrate that 

the publishing and distribution of directories is unreasonable or unnecessarily burdensome 
because Frontier will continue to distribute at least one Yellow Pages directory of some sort to 
every customer, therefore it cannot be said that by incorporating the White Pages into the Yellow 
Pages is unduly burdensome. 

 
Ms. Howard testified that she did not believe that Frontier had met the requirement set 

forth in Code Part 735.50 for the Commission to grant a waiver but would not oppose Frontier 
offering customers the option of affirmatively declining to receive residential white pages. 

 
V.   Commission Analysis and Conclusions 

 
Petitioner requests a variance from 83 Ill. Adm. Code 735.180(a) (1) and (d) so that it 

may remove the residential White Pages from its directories.  Petitioner would make the 
residential white pages available upon request, at no charge to any customer who so requests. 

 
The Commission finds that Petitioner, as the party seeking relief, has the burden of proof 

in this matter and the Commission’s findings are based upon whether Petition has met that 
burden. 

 
The Proposed Order relies solely upon Petitioner’s evidence that the residential white 

pages will continue to be available to customers upon request.  The Commission disagrees with 
Staff’s position that because a certain percentage of Illinois residents do not own a computer or 
otherwise subscribe to a broadband service, that same percentage will be harmed by 
discontinuance of the saturation delivery of residential white page listings.  The record is clear 
that those customers without access to electronic sources can obtain a copy of the residential 
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white pages at no charge by calling a toll-free number.  The proposed order does not conclude 
that Petitioner provided evidence to show that customers do or do not have access to electronic 
media that would enable them to obtain residential white pages, but rather states only that as long 
as the residential white page listings will continue to be available to customers free of charge and 
upon request, that customers will not be harmed by removal of the residential white pages from 
Frontier’s directories. 

 
The Commission does not see a contested issue in the cessation of saturation delivery of 

residential white page listings within Frontier’s directories, as Petitioner has pledged to provide a 
printed or CD ROM copy of those listings to customers upon request, and at no charge. 

 
Removal of the Residential White Pages from Frontier directories would leave customers 

with access to these listings upon request.  Frontier states that there would be a time gap between 
the request and actual delivery; however, it appears that a requesting customer would be without 
residential white page listings for no more than a maximum of ten days.  Very possible, the time 
gap would be considerable less (Direct Ex. 1.0 at 406).  The Commission does not see a 
likelihood of imminent harm to Frontier customers whose access to Residential White Page 
listings would be interrupted for only a few days.   

 
On September 30, 2011, R.H. Donnelley Inc. d/b/a Dex One as agent for Illinois Bell 

Telephone Company requested a waiver from 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 735.180(a)(1) and (d) to cease 
distributing residential white pages on a saturation basis from Chicago and the opportunity to do 
so in certain markets outside the city of Chicago. Illinois Commission 11-0668 Final Order, Page 
1 (hereinafter Final Order). In the Final Order dated November 20, 2012, the Commission 
granted the variance request from 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 735.180(a)(1) and (d) to remove the 
residential white pages from the Neighborhood directories in Chicago. Final Order, Page 20. The 
Commission denied the variance to cease saturation delivery for residential white pages outside 
of Chicago. Final Order, Page 20. The decision to grant the Chicago variance and not the 
surrounding areas’ variance was based on the availability of residential white page directories to 
customers, if they so elected to request one. Final Order, Pages 17 – 18. The Commission found 
that Dex One had not made a showing that customers affected by the change would have access 
to listings, because the residential white page listings were not available upon request. Final 
Order, Page 20. The request for variance for some point in the future was too remote for the 
Commission to grant the immediate waiver. Final Order, Page 20. 

 
The Commission concludes that the variance requested by Frontier should be granted, 

allowing Petitioner to cease saturation delivery of residential white page listings in its annual 
directory distribution program. 

 
By granting the variance from Section 735.180(a) (1), the Commission finds that the 

requirements of Section 735.50 have been met.  The rule is not statutorily mandated.  No 
customers will be harmed as residential white page listing will be available to any customer at no 
charge, upon request.  To the extent that Petitioner is required to provide saturation delivery of 
directories and publish residential white pages; the rule is unreasonable, as customers may obtain 
directories and listings upon request from Petitioner at no charge. 
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It is however, noteworthy, that during the course of the instant proceeding, Petitioner 
made certain commitments it would accept if so ordered by the Commission.  Accordingly, the 
Commission directs Petitioner to comply with the following commitments it made during the 
course of the instant proceeding: 

 
1. Frontier will continue to distribute, on a saturation basis, an annual directory that 

includes business white pages, government and emergency numbers, and Yellow 
Pages; 

2. In any Frontier local service area where Frontier no longer provides saturation 
delivery of residential white pages, Frontier will provide a notice on the protective 
wrap of the business white pages, with instruction on where to call to request a 
residential white pages directory; 

3. In any Frontier local service area where Frontier no longer provides saturation 
delivery of residential white pages, Frontier will provide a separate notification 
card to be inserted in the business white pages with instructions on where to call 
to request a residential white pages directory; 

4. In any Frontier local service area where Frontier no longer provides saturation 
delivery of residential white pages, Frontier will provide notice in the business 
white pages table of contents; 

5. In any Frontier local service area where Frontier no longer provides saturation 
delivery of residential white pages, Frontier will provide notice and explanation in 
the front pages of the business white pages; 

6. In any Frontier local service area where Frontier no longer provides saturation 
delivery of residential white pages, Frontier will provide notice on its website; 

7. In any Frontier local service area where Frontier no longer provides saturation 
delivery of residential white pages, Frontier will issue press releases in advance of 
its directory distribution date; 

8. In any Frontier local service area where Frontier no longer provides saturation 
delivery of residential white pages, Frontier will issue bill messages to be sent to 
its customers in advance of directory publication; 

9. Frontier will maintain a target of processing requests for paper copies of the 
residential white pages within two days of receipt and keep processing records for 
one year and make these records available upon request; 

10. Frontier commits to maintaining records about the number and percentage of 
customers who request a print copy of the residential white pages.  Frontier will 
make those numbers available for Staff review upon request; 

11. Frontier will make available a printed version of the Residential white pages free 
of charge, upon request to all customers in any local service area where Frontier 
no longer provides saturation delivery of residential white pages.  The request for 
a free print copy of the residential white pages will not be counted as one of the 
five free directories that subscribers can already request pursuant to existing 
provisions of Code Part 735; 
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12. Frontier will allow requests for residential white pages free of charge by calling a 
toll free number or by request online; 

 
VI. Findings and Ordering Paragraphs 
  
 The Commission, having reviewed the entire record herein and being fully advised in the 
premises, is of the opinion and finds that: 
 

1) Petitioner filed a verified petition with the Commission pursuant to Section 13-
 513 of the Act, requesting a variance from Section 735.180(a)(1) and (d) to 
 remove the residential white pages from its directories; 

2) The Commission has jurisdiction over the parties hereto and the subject matter 
 hereof; 

3) Petitioner’s evidence shows that no harm to customers would result from the 
 granting of the waiver requested to cease saturation delivery of the residential 
 white pages in Frontier directories and by making residential white pages 
 available only upon request; the request should be granted; 

4) Petitioner shall comply with all of the conditions enumerated herein that were 
 agreed to by Petitioner in the instant proceeding and imposed by the Commission 
 in this Order. 
 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the Illinois Commerce Commission that the request 

to grant waiver to permit Petitioner to cease saturation delivery of the residential white pages in 
its directories is granted. 

 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Petitioner comply with all of the conditions 

enumerated herein, that were agreed to by Petitioner in the instant proceeding and imposed by 
the Commission in this Order. 

 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that subject to the provisions of Section 10-113 of the 

Public Utilities Act and 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.880, this Order is final; it is not subject to the 
Administrative Review Law. 

 
 By order of the Commission this ____day of _________________, 2012. 
 
 
 

 


